
Arriving by train (Dresden Hauptbahnhof/main train station)
- Take tram no. 3 towards Coschütz (at the tram station at the main/east (!) exit of the train station)
- Get off  tram at stop (Haltestelle) Münchner Platz (exactly 3 stops from train station)
- Cross the tram tracks and walk up Georg-Schumann-Straße (southern direction, slightly uphill) for approx. 5 minutes until 
almost the end (T-junction with Nöthnitzer Straße) 

- Barkhausen building is on your left (Georg-Schumann-Straße 11), the institute is located on its top floor (see map below)
- It takes approx. 10-20 minutes from the train station to the institute, you will need one short-term ticket (Kurzzeit-Ticket)
which can be obtained at the vending machine at the tram stop

Arriving by plane (Airport Dresden Klotzsche)
- Options: taxi (approx. 30 EUR, 20-30 min.) or commuter train + tram (approx. 2 EUR, 60 min.)
- Take the commuter train (S-Bahn) from the airport to the main train station (leaves at underground level at the airport);
departure times can be found at http://www.dresden-airport.de/passengers-and-visitors/to-and-from-the-airport-parking/rail-and-bus.html

- At the main train station, switch to tram no. 3 towards Coschütz, continue as described above
- It takes approx. one hour from the airport to the institute, you will need one regular ticket (Normal-Ticket) which can be
obtained at the airport service counter or (if closed) at the vending machine on the train platform (one ticket is valid for both tram and train)

Arriving by car (Autobahn/freeway A17)
- Take Autobahn A17 (Dresden-Prague) until exit (Abfahrt) Dresden-Südvorstandt, follow B 170 in the direction Zentrum
- Continue until you reach a steep downhill street (Bergstraße, B 170), turn left (left lane with traffic light) at Nöthnitzer Straße
- Follow Nöthnitzer Straße until the second street to the right (Georg-Schumann-Straße), park in this area on Nöthnitzer Straße
- It takes approx. 10 minutes from the freeway to the institute
- GPS: use address “01069 Dresden, Nöthnitzer Straße 46“

Address:
Barkhausen building of the TU Dresden
Helmholtzstraße 18 (Main entrance), Georg-Schumann-Straße 11 (nearest side entrance)
Room II 20 C
Ph.:  +49 - 351 - 463 34742
Fax: +49 - 351 - 463 37183
Email: info@ifte.de

Directions to the Institute of Electromechanical and Electronic Design
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Hauptbahnhof
Main train station

Münchner Platz

Nürnberger Platz

Nöthnitzer Str.

Zellescher Weg

From/to downtown

N

B 170

Tram stop in front
of main exit (Hauptausgang)

From/to Autobahn A17
(Ausfahrt/exit  Südvorstadt)

Park here
GPS: 01069 Dresden, Nöthnitzer Straße 46
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Barkhausenbau / Barkhausen building

Side entrance 
Georg-Schumann-Straße 11

Main entrance

Barkhausenbau, 2nd floor
Secretary BAR II / 20 D

Helmholtz-
straße 18

Main entrance

Conference Room 
BAR II / 26
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